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   A B S T R A C T 

 Experienced readers of literature are more likely than novices to identify 
aspects of text that are salient to literary interpretation and to construct 
figurative meanings and thematic inferences from literary texts. This quasi- 
experimental study explores the hypothesis that novice readers can be sup-
ported in constructing literary interpretations by drawing on and applying 
everyday interpretive practices to their readings. Specifically, an everyday 
affect- based practice can serve as an interpretive heuristic to support the 
move from a local summary to a range of figurative interpretations. The 
affect- based interpretive heuristic involves identifying language in a literary 
text that a reader feels is particularly affect- laden, ascribing valence to that 
language, and then explaining or justifying those ascriptions. In a four- week, 
classroom- based instructional intervention, a 12th- grade class from a high- 
poverty, low- achieving, urban high school practiced this interpretive heuris-
tic as they read literary texts. A comparative class also engaged in a unit of 
literary interpretation but did not use the heuristic. Analysis of a pre- and 
poststudy interpretive writing task and clinical think- aloud protocols from 
both groups showed that students receiving the intervention made gains in 
interpretive responses, whereas the comparison group did not. The results 
suggest that explicit instruction in affect- driven interpretive heuristics can 
support novice readers in constructing interpretive readings of literary texts. 

       In a collection of essays (Coady & Johannessen,  2006 ), writers de-
scribe reading experiences that influenced their understandings of 
themselves and their worlds. One writer described her response to 

Toni Morrison ’ s ( 2007 ) novel  The Bluest Eye . The writer was stirred by 
Morrison ’ s imagery of “‘the garbage and the sunflowers’” and ex-
plained that reading the novel helped her build a new understanding 
of “the common cause of hurt and…the nature of love and forgive-
ness” (Coady & Johannessen,  2006 , pp. 1–2). 

 This kind of literary reading—one in which both awareness of 
text and personal response contribute to the construction of general 
insights about human nature—is a goal that many English language 
arts teachers hold for their students (Agee,  2000 ; Yagelski & Leonard, 
 2002 ). Yet, those inexperienced in literary reasoning—herein termed 
 novice readers —are instead more likely to engage in literal sense mak-
ing, with a focus on surface features of short stories, poetry, and other 
literary texts 1  (Culler,  2002 ; Peskin,  1998 ; Rabinowitz,  1998 ; Scott & 
Huntington,  2007 ). Experienced readers, however, are more likely to 
engage in figurative sense making, connecting salient details of a text, 
and constructing thematic interpretations about human nature and 
the role of the individual in the world (Dorfman,  1996 ; Harker,  1994 ; 
Janssen, Braaksma, & Rijlaarsdam,  2006 ). 

 For example, in one study of literary interpretation, graduate stu-
dents specializing in literature and college freshmen with no such spe-
cialization read a story about a “glittering” wedding ring that had fallen 
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into a “mess of leaves” at the bottom of a dirty swimming 
pool. During a think- aloud interview, one of the gradu-
ate students referred to that image, saying, “Now  that  
sounds like a symbol…a symbol of purity rising up from 
corruption.” In contrast, a freshman reader commented, 
“‘This is one terrible pool. I can ’ t believe they don ’ t drain 
it’” (Earthman,  1992 , pp. 366–367). 

 The comparison of these two responses is not meant to 
suggest that the expert ’ s reading is more valuable than that 
of the novice, or that the novice, should aspire to the par-
ticular interpretation of the expert (Fairclough,  2001 ; Gee, 
 2008 ; Hull & Rose,  1990 ). However, the ability to construct 
meaningful connections between concrete imagery and 
abstract concepts is an important element of interpretive 
sense making. Constructing abstractions is necessary for 
interpreting metaphors and figurative language (Bowdle 
& Gentner,  2005 ; Cacciari & Glucksberg,  1994 ; Gibbs, 
 2008 ), as well as building thematic inferences (Brinker, 
 1995 ; Lehr,  1988 ). The process may also be an important 
part of the gap filling that occurs as readers construct 
models of texts (Kintsch,  1980 ), and the way readers pro-
ject themselves into a story (Mar & Oatley,  2008 ) to make 
it both personally and globally meaningful. Teachers need 
accessible models and approaches to support novice read-
ers in learning to connect the concrete to the abstract in 
salient ways, so that a diamond ring in a swimming pool 
might also be a representation of corrupted love, or “‘the 
garbage and the sunflowers’” might also be an exploration 
of “the nature of love and forgiveness.” 

 One way to do this is to leverage interpretive prac-
tices in which novice readers may already engage. For ex-
ample, although the freshman reader in the swimming 
pool study did not construct figurative interpretations, 
he did move beyond pure summary in one significant 
way: He made an affective evaluation of the image of the 
pool based on imagery of the “mess of leaves” and similar 
details. He said, “This is one terrible pool.” This study ex-
plores the idea that such affect- based evaluations, where 
a reader draws on context and personal knowledge to as-
cribe valence to text, is an everyday interpretive practice 
that can be made visible to novice readers. The study 
 hypothesizes that when combined with explanation and 
reflection, this practice may act as a useful interpretive 
heuristic for novice readers, helping them move from 
 literal to interpretive sense making.  

  An Example of the Affective 
Evaluation Heuristic 
 Before examining research that informs the hypothe-
sis about the affective evaluation heuristic, it will be 
helpful to describe the heuristic. In this study, stu-
dents in an intervention group were taught to do the 
following: 

    1 .   Draw on their everyday affect-based interpretive 
practices to identify language in a literary text 
that they feel is particularly affect-laden 

  2 .   Ascribe valence (a range of positive and/or nega-
tive values) to that language 

  3 .   Explain or justify their ascriptions   

 In the framework of affective evaluation, valence, 
along with the related elements of tone and mood, is not 
an immutable property of a text, but instead is con-
structed, either automatically or strategically, by a person 
who is interacting with that text in a particular place and 
time (Brendl & Higgins,  1996 ; C.D. Lee,  2001 ; Rosenblatt, 
 1982 ; Smagorinsky,  2011 ). Additionally, readers’ apprais-
als of valence are not binary. Texts can be interpreted as 
slightly negative, extremely positive, or some combina-
tion. The more complex texts are, the more likely they are 
to invite nuanced affective evaluations. 

 The final line of Morrison ’ s  The Bluest Eye  can 
be  used to illustrate the heuristic in action. The line 
 describes a young girl searching for something “among 
the garbage and the sunflowers of [a] town.” In the first 
step of the heuristic, readers identify words or phrases 
that they find to be affect- laden; for example, in  context, 
a reader might find the words  garbage  and  sunflowers  to 
be strongly emotionally evocative, especially in com-
parison with the surrounding text. In the second step, 
readers ascribe valence to that emotionally evocative 
text. Probably, although not certainly, a reader might 
ascribe a negative value to  garbage  and a positive value 
to  sunflowers , or negative  and  positive values in re-
sponse to the juxtaposition of the two words. In the 
third step, readers explain or justify their ascriptions of 
valence to the affect- laden phrases. For example, a 
reader might explain a negative evaluation of  garbage  by 
constructing abstract associations of filth or being 
 devalued. Likewise, a reader might justify a positive 
evaluation of  sunflowers  by drawing on concepts of 
light, life, beauty, or hope.  

  Affective Evaluation as an 
Everyday Interpretive Practice 
 The study ’ s hypothesis about the affective evaluation 
 heuristic draws on three general areas of theory and 
 research. First, it assumes that affective evaluation is an 
 everyday interpretive practice. This assumption is 
 supported by research suggesting that affective evaluation 
acts as an everyday control structure with which to make 
sense of the world. People readily evaluate everyday 
 phenomena on a scale anchored by good and bad, or 
 benefit and harm (Bower,  1992 ; Ortony, Revelle, & 
Zinbarg,  2006 ; Osgood,  1964 ; Zajonc,  1980 ,  1984 ). For 
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 example, several studies showed that even young children 
tended to evaluate others’ emotional states and attitudes 
on a positive/negative scale (Babad & Taylor,  1992 ; Laplante 
& Ambady,  2003 ; Nelson,  1987 ; Walker- Andrews,  1997 ). 

 Some models of affective response propose that 
such evaluations are drawn from a set of more abstract 
personal beliefs, goals, and cultural expectations (Clore 
& Ortony,  2000 ; Lerner, Miller, & Holmes,  1976 ), 
 suggesting that individuals might be able to explain 
their affective evaluations in terms of concepts and 
 abstractions. For example, in a controversy over the re-
moval of the Confederate flag from the South Carolina 
state capitol, a white South Carolinian senator explic-
itly evaluated the flag as positive and then explained 
his evaluation in abstract terms: “I see courage, I see 
honor.” Meanwhile, an African American citizen of the 
same state evaluated the flag negatively, explaining, 
“I  see oppression. I see racism” (Smagorinsky,  2001 , 
p. 135).  

  Affect in Literary Processing 
 A second assumption of the heuristic is that the process 
of affective evaluation can be applied in both the real 
world and literary worlds. The graduate student in the 
swimming pool study, for example, may have drawn on 
positive cultural associations with wedding rings when 
interpreting the concrete image of the ring as a symbol 
of purity. Studies of theme development in fables found 
that readers made positive or negative appraisals of 
characters based on the extent to which the characters’ 
actions aligned with readers’ real- world values or ex-
pectations (Williams et al.,  2002 ; Zillmann,  1995 ). If a 
character in a fable stole, a reader was likely to evaluate 
him or her negatively. If that character then encoun-
tered punishment, a reader was more likely to construct 
a global inference that approved such an outcome, such 
as “stealing is wrong” (Dorfman & Brewer,  1994 ). Other 
research similarly suggests that readers use context and 
their own world knowledge to evaluate fictional charac-
ters as sympathetic or unsympathetic (Gerrig & Rapp, 
 2004 ; Mar & Oatley,  2008 ) and to construct abstract 
thematic points that correspond to the positive or nega-
tive outcome of the characters’ goals (Dyer,  1983 ; 
Seifert, Robertson, & Black,  1985 ; Zhang & Hoosain, 
 2001 ). 

 Much of this research may involve automatic affec-
tive evaluations of language, characters, and outcomes in 
both the real world and literary texts. However, the 
 current study proposes that potentially automatic evalua-
tions can be combined with strategic justification or 
 explanation, and that this process can be taught explicitly 
as a heuristic for novice readers engaged in interpretive 
sense making.  

  Interpretive Apprenticeships 
 The third assumption in this study has to do with ex-
plicit teaching of cognitive processes. The proposed heu-
ristic assumes that to become independent interpreters 
of literature, students must identify and understand of-
ten implicit models of the processes of interpretation. 
Making implicit sense- making practices visible is part of 
an instructional model that has been called the cogni-
tive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown, & Holum,  1991 ). In 
such an apprenticeship, an expert models ways of think-
ing in a particular domain. A few studies in literary in-
terpretation have successfully taken up this model, 
explicitly instructing students in some of the interpre-
tive practices of experienced readers, such as reading 
Western poetry with attention to dominant Western 
tropes (Levine & Horton,  2013 ; Peskin, Allen, & Wells- 
Jopling,  2010 ; Zyngier, Fialho, & do Prado Rios,  2007 ). 

 Another body of research has developed a frame-
work of cultural modeling, where novices engage famil-
iar texts to gain a meta- level knowledge of their own 
everyday, culturally based interpretive practices, and 
then apply those practices to more formal domains (C.D. 
Lee,  1995 ,  2007 ; Nasir, Rosebery, Warren, & Lee,  2006 ). 
For example, in one intervention, high school students 
were made aware of ways that they already identified 
and interpreted symbolism in popular songs. The stu-
dents then articulated the knowledge and interpretive 
heuristics they used to make such everyday interpreta-
tions, and were taught to apply similar processes to more 
canonical texts. Empirical results in that intervention 
showed gains in interpretive reasoning (C.D. Lee,  2006 ). 

 The current study builds on the research and theory 
previously described to support novice readers in the 
complex processes of connecting concrete literary 
 images and language with abstract connotations and 
interpretations. The following section describes the 
 implementation of the study.  

  Methods 
 The study explores a quasi- experimental instructional 
intervention in which a teacher was trained in the pro-
cess of affective evaluation. The teacher then made this 
process visible to students by showing them ways in 
which they currently practiced affective evaluation, and 
then taught them to use affective evaluation as a heuris-
tic for literary interpretation. To assess the efficacy of 
the intervention in supporting the move from literal to 
interpretive sense making, the study evaluated inter-
pretive writing and think- aloud protocols tasks from 
both an intervention and a comparison group. In the 
writing task, students were asked to construct a the-
matic statement about a poem. In the think-aloud task, 
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students were asked to construct oral thematic state-
ments in response to a one-page excerpt of a novel. They 
were also asked to make online interpretations of the 
excerpt, to allow for more fine- grained examination of 
use of the affective evaluation heuristic (Andringa, 
 1990 ; van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg,  1994 ). The 
prediction was that, on the written task, students who 
had been taught affective evaluation would construct 
more thematic statements and fewer summaries in re-
sponse to a poem. In the think- aloud protocols, the pre-
diction was that students would construct more abstract 
interpretations in response to concrete details in the 
body of the novel excerpt. 

  Participants 
 The study took place at an urban, public high school 
serving several thousand students. Approximately 86% 
of the students came from low- income households. At 
the time of the study, 29% of the students met state 
reading standards, and 1% exceeded standards. The 
majority (approximately 80%) of students were Latino, 
and about half of those students had learned English 
as  a second language. Approximately 11% of stu-
dents were African American, 4% Asian American, 4% 
Caucasian, and 1% American Indian or Alaskan 
Native. Students were required to take daily, 45- minute 
English literature classes during all four years of high 
school. 

 At the time of this study, there were approximately 
170 full- time classroom teachers at the school. About 
65% were women. About 62% were Caucasian, 16% 
African American, 14% Latino, and about 7% Asian 
American. 

  Intervention and Comparison Teachers 
 A request for teacher participants for a classroom study 
on literary interpretation was sent to the school ’ s English 
Department, and several teachers responded. Two teach-
ers of untracked senior classes were asked to participate 
because both were interested in and had already begun 
to plan units of study in textual interpretation, with a 
focus on poetry and short fiction. One teacher, whose 
schedule aligned with that of the researcher, was asked 
to participate in the instructional intervention. The 
other teacher ’ s class formed the comparison group. Each 
teacher was paid a small stipend to participate. Both 
teachers were female and Caucasian. The intervention 
teacher was 40 years old at the time of the study, with 
nine years of teaching experience. The comparison 
teacher was 33, with seven years of experience. 

 Prestudy interviews were conducted via e- mail to 
compare the teachers’ pedagogical goals and philosophies 
(Franke, Carpenter, Levi, & Fennema,  2001 ; Grossman & 
Shulman,  1994 ; Schoenfeld,  2011 ). Both teachers stated 

that literary interpretation was not only for school but 
also an important real- world tool, and both noted that 
their goals included helping students understand the con-
nection between literary techniques and themes.  

  Intervention and Comparison Students 
 The participating students were all 12th graders. 
Although the total number of students in the interven-
tion class was 28, only 19 consented to participate in the 
study; likewise, there were 29 students in the compari-
son class, but only 18 consented to be in the study. In 
both classes, about 75% of the students who returned 
consent forms were over 18 and therefore able to sign 
and return consent forms themselves. About 25% of 
students who needed a parent or guardian ’ s signature 
on their consent forms returned them. 

 The following information refers to the participating 
students only. Both the intervention and comparison 
students were 12th graders in untracked classes. An un-
tracked class is one that teaches a regular—as opposed 
to advanced or honors—curriculum. The classes were 
matched along two measures: class grades and a stan-
dardized reading test. 2  The standardized reading scores 
were separated into four categories: warning, below 
standards, meets standards, and exceeds standards. The 
average scores of both classes hovered on the border be-
tween below standards and meets standards. The inter-
vention group had 10 boys and 9 girls and was about 
80% Latino and 20% African American. The compari-
son group had 10 boys and 8 girls and was about 85% 
Latino and 15% African American. The two classes 
showed a similar range of English grades for the previ-
ous quarter, with similar numbers of failing (five or six), 
average (between seven and 10), and top grades (two or 
three). Both classes also saw similar levels of truancy. 

 Selected students from the intervention group ( n  = 5) 
and the comparison group ( n  = 5) participated in semi-
structured reading protocols of a novel excerpt. Initially, 
the goal of selection was to identify students who were 
high- , middle- , and low performing, according to both 
grades and test scores. However, only a few students 
earned grades that correlated with their standardized test 
scores, making this kind of selection impossible. Instead, 
each group contained three students whose standardized 
reading scores lay in the “below standards” range, and 
three students who scored in the “meets standards” range. 
All of those students had earned either Bs or Cs during 
the previous quarter of the school year. 

 Unfortunately, before the end of the study, one stu-
dent from each group dropped out of school, leaving the 
two groups unmatched in terms of reading scores. The 
intervention group ultimately included three students 
who achieved “meets standards” scores on the stan-
dardized reading test, whereas the comparison group 
included only two “meets standards” scorers. However, 
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as study results will demonstrate, pretest results of both 
the written and oral interpretation tasks showed no sig-
nificant difference between the interpretive levels of 
“meets standards” and “below standards” students, 
 either within or between groups, suggesting that the 
standardized reading scores were not a factor in prein-
tervention interpretive performance. In addition, dur-
ing the four weeks of the study, the grades of students in 
both groups wavered between Bs and Cs, suggesting 
some additional similarity in skills and engagement lev-
els both within and between groups. 

 The comparison and intervention groups reflected 
the ethnic and racial makeup of the classes as a whole. 
Each group contained three female students and two 
male students. All students were either 17 or 18  years 
old.   

  Materials 
  Assessments 
 Two kinds of assessments were given to students. A 
poem was used for a pre–post writing task, given to all 
students in each group. An excerpt from a novel was 
given to a representative subgroup from each class for a 
pre–post think- aloud.  

  Writing Task Materials 
 Li- Young Lee ’ s ( 1986 ) poem “I Ask My Mother to Sing” 
was used for the pre–post writing task given to the full 
intervention ( n   =  19) and comparison groups ( n   =  18). 
This poem portrays bittersweet images of a family re-
membering a lost loved one as they sing an old song about 
their home country. Even though the singing makes the 
family weep, they continue to sing. The poem was chosen 
because it was widely anthologized and offers a range of 
interpretations (Gillan & Gillan,  1994 ; Xiaojing,  1996 ). It 
is also short (105 words) and readable, measuring at the 
Flesch–Kincaid fourth- grade level. Both teachers judged 
the poem to be accessible to their classes. The text was 
 unfamiliar to both groups of students. 

 For the purposes of comprehension, a note was 
added to the poem to identify some of the place names 
in the poem. Also, in a line describing “picnickers run-
ning away in the grass,” the word  picnickers  was 
defined.  

  Think- Aloud Materials 
 An adapted excerpt from the novel  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma  by 
Richard Powers ( 1996 ) was used for both pre- and post-
study reading protocols with the selected students from 
the intervention ( n  = 5) and comparison groups ( n  = 5; see 
Appendix A). The excerpt describes a father and his 
 children looking at the stars on a cold night. The father 
wants to teach his children facts about the constellations. 

The children long for warmth and human  closeness, 
which, ultimately, they do not get. This particular ex-
cerpt  was first used on an International Baccalaureate 
 literature exam several years earlier, which indicated that 
it was  complex enough to warrant in- depth literary 
interpretation. 

 For the purposes of the think- aloud task, the 
International Baccalaureate excerpt was shortened from 
739 words to 554. In addition, a few words that students 
in both groups were unlikely to know were revised in 
order to limit student distraction or concern about un-
known vocabulary. For example, the text references a 
“six- volt flashlight beam” (Powers,  1996 , p. 13) that the 
father uses to point to the stars. This phrase was changed 
to “cheap flashlight” because both teachers felt that few 
of their students would understand the original phrase. 
The edited excerpt measured at the Flesch–Kincaid 
seventh- grade reading level and was judged by the inter-
vention and comparison group teachers to be accessible 
to their students. The story in all its forms was unfamil-
iar to both classes of students.  

  Instructional Unit Materials 
 Both teachers drew from popular and canonical texts 
during instruction, including songs, pictures, and short 
stories, and in the comparison group ’ s case, a short 
novel. See Table  1  for the titles of every text used in each 
teacher ’ s unit, along with brief descriptions of the ac-
tivities designed for each text. (See Appendix B for a 
more detailed description of each unit.)   

  Matching Texts 
 Because the choice of texts is an important factor in stu-
dent learning (Friese, Alvermann, Parkes, & Rezak,  2008 ; 
Ivey & Broaddus,  2001 ; C.D. Lee,  2007 ), and because the 
two groups used different texts, all texts used in each 
group were compared in terms of reading difficulty and 
potential for supporting literary interpretation. 

 In terms of reading difficulty, reading levels were 
analyzed with the widely used Flesch–Kincaid readabil-
ity test (Gunning,  2003 ). 3  Although this test cannot ac-
count for many facets of text complexity (C.D. Lee, 
 2011 ), it provides one a useful measure of comparison. 
With one exception, all texts in both groups ranged 
from the third- to seventh- grade reading levels. 

 The texts were also compared in terms of their capac-
ity to support literary interpretation, including the extent 
to which they supported multiple interpretations. In the 
intervention group, Richard Wright ’ s  Black Boy , Sandra 
Cisneros ’ s  The House on Mango Street , and Junot Díaz ’ s 
short stories have been the subject of much scholarly lit-
erary interpretation, and presented many opportunities 
for students to consider literary choices and themes 
(Bloom,  2009 ; Gaskill,  1973 ; Hakutani,  1985 ; Wissman, 
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 2007 ). In the comparison group, the poems by Langston 
Hughes and Robert Herrick are widely anthologized 
(e.g., Ferguson, Salter, & Stallworthy,  2004 ; Lehman, 
 2006 ) and have also been the subject of academic study 
and literary interpretation (Davis,  1952 ; Ingram,  1998 ; 

Schultz,  2002 ), as has Laura Esquivel ’ s  Like Water for 
Chocolate  (de Valdés,  1995 ; Dobrian,  1996 ). Hence, al-
though the texts were not matched in terms of content or 
style, both sets of texts offered many avenues for student 
interpretation of techniques and effects.   

 TABLE 1 
   Texts and General Activities in Each Unit of Study 

 Timeline  Unit elements  Intervention classroom  Comparison classroom 

 Prestudy  Prestudy assessment      •    Written task in response to the poem “I Ask My Mother to Sing” 
by  Li-Young Lee a  

  •    Think-aloud in response to an excerpt from the novel  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma  by 
Richard Powers b     

 Day 1  Introduction      •    Discussion of the connection between 
everyday and school interpretation 

  •    Examination of language that creates 
specific effects    

     •    Discussion of the power of 
literature 

  •    Examination of language that 
creates specific effects    

 Days 2 and 3  Discussion about effects of 
language 

     •    Headlines and print ads 
  •    Short story: Short version of Cinderella 

(created by the teacher)    

     •    Article: “Justin Bieber: Giving 
Teens the Wrong Idea” (created by 
the teacher) 

  •    Pop song: “Baby” sung by Justin 
Bieber c     

 Days 4 and 5  Writing argument about 
effects of language 

 Argument about symbolism and effects 
in the short version of Cinderella 

 Argument about the effects of 
language in pop songs 

 Day 6  Constructing interpretations 
with a focus on symbolism 

 Novel excerpt:  Black Boy  by Richard 
Wright d  

 Poem: “Harlem Sweeties” by 
Langston Hughes e  

 Days 7 and 8  Constructing interpretations 
by comparing two texts with 
similar themes but different 
styles 

 Pop songs:
    •    “I Will Follow Him” sung by Little 

Peggy March f  

  •    “I Will Follow You Into the Dark” by 
Death Cab for Cutie g     

 Poems:
    •    “Delight in Disorder” by Robert 

Herrick h  
  •    “The Shirt” by Jane Kenyon i     

 Days 9 and 10  Writing argument about 
literary effects 

 Argument about symbol and themes in 
love songs 

 Argument about symbol and themes 
in love poems 

 Days 11- 13  Discussion and activities for 
interpretation of theme of 
fiction 

 Novella excerpt: “Linoleum Roses” from 
 The House on Mango Street  by Sandra 
Cisneros j  

 Novella:  Like Water for Chocolate  by 
Laura Esquivel k  

 Days 14–16  Discussion and activities for 
interpretation of theme of 
fiction 

 Short story: “Ysrael” by Junot Díaz l   Novella:  Like Water for Chocolate  by 
Laura Esquivel 

 Days 17 and 18  Writing argument about 
literary effects 

 Argument about symbol and theme in 
“Ysrael” 

 Argument about symbol and theme in 
 Like Water for Chocolate  

 Poststudy  Poststudy assessment      •    Written task in response to the poem “I Ask My Mother to Sing” 
  •    Think-aloud in response to the excerpt from the novel  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma     

   a  Lee, L.- Y. ( 1986 ). I ask my mother to sing. In  Rose  (p. 50). Rochester, NY: BOA Editions. 
     b  Powers, R. ( 1996 ).  Prisoner ’ s dilemma . New York, NY: HarperPerennial. 
     c  Nash, T., Stewart, C., Bieber, J., Milian, C., & Bridges, C. ( 2010 ). Baby [Recorded by J. Bieber]. On  My world 2.0  [CD]. Atlanta, GA: Island RBMG. 
     d  Wright, R. ( 2005 ).  Black boy . New York, NY: HarperCollins. 
     e  Hughes, L. ( 1995 ). Harlem sweeties. In  The collected poems of Langston Hughes  (pp. 245–246; A. Rampersad & D. Roessel, Eds.). New York, NY: Knopf. 
     f  Plante, J. ( 1963 ). I will follow him [Recorded by Little Peggy March; N. Gimbel, Trans.]. On  Wind up doll . Nashville, TN: RCA Victor. 
     g  Gibbard, B. ( 2006 ). I will follow you into the dark [Recorded by Death Cab for Cutie] .  On  Plans  [CD]. New York, NY: Atlantic Records. 
     h  Herrick, R. ( 2004 ). Delight in disorder. In M.W. Ferguson, M.J. Salter, & J. Stallworthy (Eds.),  The Norton anthology of poetry  (5th ed., p. 355). New 
York, NY: W.W. Norton. 
     i  Kenyon, J. ( 2005 ). The shirt. In  Collected poems  (p. 34). Saint Paul, MN: Graywolf. 
     j  Cisneros, S. ( 1991 ). Linoleum roses. In  The house on Mango Street  (2nd ed., p. 101). New York, NY: Vintage Contemporaries. 
     k  Esquivel, L. ( 1995 ).  Like water for chocolate: A novel in monthly installments with recipes, romances, and home remedies  (C. Christensen & 
T. Christensen, Trans.). New York, NY: Anchor. 
     l  Díaz, J. ( 1997 ). Ysrael. In  Drown  (pp. 1–20). New York, NY: Riverhead.   
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  Procedures 
  Participant Protection 
 When students were invited to participate in the study, 
they were told that participation was voluntary. They 
were assured that their grades and evaluations would 
not be affected by their participation status and that all 
students, regardless of participation, received the same 
instruction and assignments. 

 Students who did not consent to be part of the study 
were not videotaped during the study, and none of their 
discussions or written work was used as data in the study. 
Students who consented to participate were filmed, and 
their work was collected. All work was de- identified for 
scoring, and no names were used in this study.  

  Writing Task 
 The writing task was given before and after the study pe-
riod to all students in the intervention ( n  =   19) and com-
parison classes ( n  =   18), including the students selected 
to participate in the think- alouds. Using the same text 
allowed for precise within- and between- group compar-
isons, and if there were carryover effects from one read-
ing to the next, they would occur for both groups. 

 After receiving “I Ask My Mother to Sing,” students 
were told that they should read the poem as many times 
as they wished, write on it if they wished, and then re-
spond to the two questions at the bottom of the page. The 
first question was “Please summarize the action in this 
poem. What is happening in this poem?” The second 
question, adapted from the 2009 College Board Advanced 
Placement English Literature exam, was interpretive in 
nature: “Using what you know about understanding lit-
erature, please discuss your ideas about the themes or 
underlying meanings of the poem as a whole. Please 
write at least two sentences.” Students had 45 minutes to 
complete this task at both pre- and poststudy. The text 
was not discussed during the study period.  

  Think- Aloud Task 
 The think- aloud interviews were semistructured, lasting 
from 30 to 35 minutes. All interviews were conducted by 
the researcher. At both pre- and poststudy, the partici-
pating students were told that they would be reading a 
story aloud, and as they read, they should “use any strat-
egies or ways you know to make sense of the story and 
make interpretations of deeper meanings, symbolism, or 
other meanings beyond the literal.” The students were 
asked to share all of their thoughts aloud as they read. 
They were told that if they were uncertain about a word, 
the interviewer would define it for them. They were also 
told that they should feel free to reread and write on the 
text if they wished. The researcher then modeled a 
think- aloud using an algebra problem as an example. 

 Next, the students were told that at the end of the 
think- aloud, they would be asked to summarize the 
story and talk about its themes. They were reminded 
that  theme  could be defined as their ideas about a story ’ s 
underlying meanings, big ideas, or worldviews about 
society or human nature. These definitions were 
adapted from those used in studies of thematic infer-
ence (Kurtz & Schober,  2001 ; Lehr,  1988 ) and were simi-
lar to the definitions that intervention and comparison 
teachers used in their classes. 

 At prestudy, students were given no instructions 
about when to comment in order to minimize interfer-
ence with their thought processes or attention to par-
ticular details (Ericsson & Simon,  1984 ). However, if 
students read more than one paragraph without com-
ment, indicated special attention to a detail by pausing 
or annotating, or indicated general uncertainty about 
how to proceed, they were encouraged to speak their 
thoughts out loud (Ericsson & Simon,  1984 ). The 
 interviewer made this encouragement via a general 
prompt (“What are you thinking?”) or an interpretive 
prompt (“Use strategies or ways you ’ ve learned in class 
or anywhere else to help you interpret what you ’ re 
reading”). 

 At the end of the pre- and postintervention think- 
alouds, both groups were asked to describe the literal 
sequence of events in the story. Then, they were asked to 
construct a thematic statement in response to the same 
prompt used in the written task: “Using what you know 
about understanding literature, please discuss your 
ideas about the themes or underlying meanings of the 
story as a whole.”  

  Training for the Intervention 
 The intervention teacher was trained in and practiced 
affective evaluation in three meetings (two hours each) 
that took place over a two- week period before the start 
of the school year. In this training, the researcher first 
described some of the everyday ways that individuals 
use affective evaluation. Then, the researcher and 
teacher identified the components of affective evalua-
tion, and the teacher identified instances in which she 
used affective evaluation in everyday life. Next, the 
teacher was taught to use the steps of affective evalua-
tion to examine positive and negative connotations of 
newspaper headlines, short poems, and then short sto-
ries. The texts used during training were not the same 
as those used in the intervention (simply because the 
teacher had not yet chosen them). Building on the prin-
ciples of the cognitive apprenticeship (Collins et  al., 
 1991 ) and cultural modeling (C.D. Lee,  1995 ,  2007 ), the 
teacher then practiced selecting texts that lent them-
selves to affective evaluation so students could more 
easily “see” the practice. Finally, the teacher practiced 
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the explicit modeling and meta- level discussion of this 
interpretive process, with the researcher playing the 
role of student. 

 The comparison teacher did not receive training in 
explicit modeling or affective evaluation. However, the 
 researcher and comparison teacher met three times be-
fore the start of the study period to discuss this the teach-
er ’ s selection of texts that lent themselves to literary 
interpretation.  

  Instructional Design and Implementation 
 Both teachers designed units to accommodate their 
own goals as well as departmental and school require-
ments. As described earlier, both were interested in 
teaching skills in literary interpretation and, specifi-
cally, symbolic interpretation. In addition, the teachers 
wanted to integrate those skills with exploration of a 
specific topic. The intervention teacher wanted her stu-
dents to read texts that explored different aspects of 
gender and coming- of- age, and the comparison teacher 
wanted to do the same with the topics of gender and 
romantic love. Finally, both needed to fulfill depart-
mental requirements for the teaching of argumentative 
writing, using an argument template that had been 
 adopted schoolwide. To accommodate these require-
ments, both teachers had their students write argu-
ments about ways that symbolism in some of the chosen 
texts shed light on the themes of those texts. 

 Each unit lasted 4½ weeks, with a total of 18 class pe-
riods of instruction. In both groups, the lessons generally 
stretched across several days of class; for example, a les-
son involving interpretation of symbolism in a short 
story might take two or three days. The comparison 
teacher provided the researcher with weekly lesson plans 
in advance of the actual lessons, and to the extent possi-
ble, the intervention unit followed the structure of the 
comparison unit. For example, over the course of her 
unit, the comparison teacher asked her students to write 
three short arguments about symbolism ’ s effects on 
theme, so the intervention teacher did the same.  

  Assessing Fidelity to Treatment 
 Classroom videos, field notes, and lesson plans from the 
intervention class were examined by the author for the 
presence or absence of use of the affective heuristic. 
This examination showed that the teacher introduced 
the affective evaluation heuristic to her students in 
much the same way that she herself was introduced to 
it: by modeling the process of affective evaluation, iden-
tifying its components, and having students identify 
instances where they might already use that interpre-
tive practice outside of school. In 14 out of 18 days, the 
intervention teacher prompted her students to name the 
steps of the affective evaluation heuristic or, after 

reading a passage in class, asked or quizzed the students 
about how they might begin interpretation. 

 The videos, notes, and daily lesson plans for the 
comparison teacher were examined for the presence or 
absence of teaching related to literary interpretation. 
The comparison teacher led whole- class discussions 
about symbolism and overall thematic meaning 13 out 
of 18 days, including the tracking of several symbols and 
their effects in poetry and the short novel  Like Water for 
Chocolate . On two days, the teacher explicitly modeled 
an interpretive strategy: looking for patterns in texts and 
then asking what those patterns could represent. 
However, as mentioned earlier, students were given no 
explicit instruction or support in  how  to construct rep-
resentations once they had identified patterns. 

 Although students discussed their emotional re-
sponses to several of the unit texts, and likewise discussed 
their interpretations of moods or tones, they did not use 
the affective evaluation heuristic.  

  Coding of Student Responses 
 There are three sources of data in this study: (1) stu-
dents’ ( N  = 37) written thematic statements in response 
to a question about overall themes of the poem “I Ask 
My Mother to Sing,” (2) representative students’ ( n  = 10) 
oral thematic statements in response to a question about 
the overall themes of the excerpt from  Prisoner ’ s 
Dilemma , and (3) those same representative students’ 
concurrent think- aloud responses to individual propo-
sitions in the excerpt. 

 In the reading protocols, both the students and the 
teachers made their responses to the text almost exclu-
sively at the ends of sentences or independent clauses. 
To examine and compare readers’ responses, each inde-
pendent clause in the story was marked and numbered 
as a separate proposition, along with two dependent 
clauses to which several readers responded, for a total of 
61 propositions. A reader ’ s response was defined as the 
sum of statements made after any one proposition from 
 Prisoner ’ s Dilemma . One response could be a single 
phrase or several sentences. 

 The author and an independent rater with a doctor-
ate in literature and high school teaching experience 
coded student responses. They used data not included 
in the actual study to practice and align coding accord-
ing to the criteria subsequently described. 

  Use of Affective Evaluation 
 The intervention group ’ s reading protocol transcripts 
were examined for evidence of use of affective evalua-
tion. Responses were coded as having used the strategy 
if students explicitly responded to propositions using 
the terms  positive  or  negative  (or synonymous terms 
used in class, e.g.,  thumbs-up  or  thumbs-down, happy  or 
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 sad ) and then explained their ascriptions of valence. 
Although the comparison students had not been trained 
in the strategy, their transcripts were also examined for 
any instances of affective evaluation. 

 Because the intervention students were taught to 
use affective evaluation in class, it is unsurprising that 
they did so. Measuring use of affective evaluation acted 
as an additional data point in determining efficacy of 
the heuristic.  

  Interpretive and Literal Responses 
 Because this study explores the extent to which students 
moved from summary to theme, or literal to interpretive 
sense making, coders used an a priori set of codes that 
characterized the written and oral statements as either lit-
eral or interpretive (see Table  2 ). These codes were adapted 
from several studies of students’ interpretations of poetry 
and fiction (Eeds & Wells,  1989 ; Lehr,  1988 ; Svensson, 
 1987 ; Vipond & Hunt,  1984 ). In a literal response, a reader 
offered a summary or rephrasing of parts or all of the text 
in question. In an interpretive response, a reader derived 
or constructed at least one abstract or conceptual infer-
ence that could be supported in some way by the features 
of the text. Such interpretations might include inferences 
about characters’ motivations or feelings, symbolic inter-
pretations, or construction of connotations of concrete 
imagery. If a response included a local or global abstrac-
tion, it was coded as interpretive.  

 All written thematic statements (74) and oral the-
matic statements (20) were coded by the author and the 
independent rater. All online think- aloud responses to 
individual propositions (333) were coded by the author; 
to test reliability, 30% of the online think- aloud responses 
were coded by the independent rater. Both the author 
and the independent rater were blind to the condition as-
sociated with the responses. However, a few student re-
sponses included words specific to the intervention such 
that raters were made aware of the condition. Inter- rater 
agreement was 84% (weighted Cohen ’ s Kappa = .70).  

  Other Responses 
 For coding of the online think- aloud protocols, a third 
category called “other” was added to the coding scheme. 

Responses coded as other included generic comments 
about the text itself, such as, “That word is spelled 
wrong”; questions about word meaning; and comments 
that could not be linked to either interpretive or literal 
processing, such as, “I don ’ t know what this could be.” 
Four student responses identified literary devices with-
out further analysis (e.g., “That ’ s a simile”). These 
 responses were also coded as “other”. 

 There were no responses to the writing task that 
were coded as “other”, so this category was only used in 
coding the think- aloud responses to individual propo-
sitions from  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma .    

  Data Analyses 
  Affective Evaluation 
 The frequency of use of affective evaluation in the 
 online think- aloud responses was measured with an 
ANCOVA. The use of affective evaluation was not mea-
sured for the written or oral thematic statements be-
cause they did not make clear the use of the heuristic. 
For example, whereas the online think- aloud responses 
included words such as  thumbs-up  or  negative , the writ-
ten responses did not.  

  Writing Task Thematic Statements 
 The thematic statements (74) from the writing task were 
coded categorically as either literal or interpretive in 
nature. Because the number of literal and interpretive 
responses were similar at pretest, and because the fre-
quency of responses in any one category was small, a 
Fisher ’ s exact test was used to compare the frequencies 
of interpretive responses within each group. The com-
parative frequencies of interpretive statements were 
then submitted to ANCOVA. Note that participants in 
the writing task only received one score at pretest and 
one score at posttest.  

  Think- Aloud Thematic Statements 
 Because there were only 20 thematic statements from the 
think- aloud protocols (one for each student at prestudy 
and one at poststudy), the statements were examined for 
trends only, and no quantitative data were analyzed.  

 TABLE 2 
   Examples of Codes for Responses to an Adapted Excerpt From  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma  by Richard Powers a  

 Proposition from  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma   Student response coded as literal  Student response coded as interpretive 

 “I think I can make out the Milky Way.” 
(p. 14) 

 “It ’ s a constellation he can see.”  “This shows he ’ s trying really hard to please his 
dad by seeing what he sees.” 

 “My father points a [cheap flashlight] at 
the holes in the enclosing black shell.” 
(p. 13) 

 “OK, so he ’ s shining the flashlight up 
at the sky.” 

 “It ’ s like light, which is like knowledge. He ’ s 
trying to give knowledge, but he doesn ’ t 
actually have very much.” 

   a  Powers, R. ( 1996 ).  Prisoner ’ s dilemma . New York, NY: HarperPerennial.   
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  Think- Aloud Responses 
to Individual Propositions 
 In the think- alouds, each student made multiple  responses 
and, therefore, had multiple literal, interpretive, or “other” 
codes. Each student ’ s literal, interpretive, and “other” 
think- aloud responses were counted and then converted 
into proportions of that student ’ s total responses. Because 
the raw proportions violated assumptions about the nor-
mality of the distribution of data required for the statisti-
cal measures used in this study, an arcsine transformation 
was applied to the proportions prior to analysis (Judd, 
McClelland, & Ryan,  2009 ; Olson,  1976 ). The statistical 
results that follow are based on the transformed data. 4  For 
ease of interpretation, however, untransformed frequen-
cies, means, and standard deviations are reported 
throughout.    

  Results 
 The results below address the overarching research 
question of the study: To what extent does the affective 
evaluation heuristic support the move from literal to in-
terpretive sense making? This question is examined by 
measuring the number and proportion of interpretive 
responses in both the whole- class writing task and the 
small- group think- aloud interviews. 

  Use of Affective Evaluation 
 Before examining the results of the pre–post written and 
oral interpretation tasks, it was necessary to determine 
whether the intervention students were in fact using 
 affective evaluation and also whether the comparison 
students used it, either automatically or strategically. 
Before the intervention, no responses in the intervention 
group and 1% of all responses in the comparison group 
were coded as having used the affective heuristic. 
After  the intervention, 63% of all responses in the 
 intervention group and 1% of all responses in the com-
parison group were coded as such. Mean scores were 
calculated based on proportions of affective responses 
for the intervention and comparison groups and submit-
ted for ANCOVA. 

 After controlling for prestudy performance, the 
analysis revealed a significant main effect of condition, 
 F (1, 9) = 39.93,  p  < .001, η partial  

2  = 0.85, with the propor-
tion of poststudy affective evaluation responses higher 
in the intervention group than in the comparison group. 
Follow- up paired sample  t - tests, which examined each 
group ’ s interpretive gains across timepoints, showed 
that the comparison group ’ s gain in affective responses 
from pre- to poststudy was not significant ( t [4] = 0.71, 
 p  =    .519), whereas the intervention group gain was sig-
nificant ( t [4] = 6.34,  p  =   .003). Thus, the results showed 

that after the intervention, the intervention group made 
frequent use of affective evaluation during their reading 
protocols, whereas the comparison group did not. Again, 
as the  intervention students were explicitly taught to use 
the affective heuristic, this finding is unsurprising.  

  Whole- Class Writing Task: Thematic 
Statements in Response to the Poem 
 Students completed a writing task before and after the in-
tervention. At each task point, each student ’ s response 
was coded as either literal or interpretive. No responses 
were coded as “other,” so that category was not reflected 
in the reporting of results. Thus, a total of 74 written 
 responses were coded. Table   3  shows the frequency and 
percentages of literal and interpretive responses for 
 students in the intervention and control classrooms by 
time (pre–post). The results of the whole- class writing 
task indicate that the intervention and comparison groups 
made similar numbers of literal and interpretive thematic 
statements at prestudy as indicated by a two- tailed Fisher ’ s 
exact test:  P  = 0.737. At poststudy, however, a two- tailed 
Fisher ’ s exact test yielded  P  = 0.008, indicating a signifi-
cant difference in literal and interpretive responses 
 between students in the intervention and comparison 
conditions, where the intervention group showed signifi-
cant gains in interpretive statements, but the comparison 
group did not (see Table   3 ). This result suggests that in 
terms of constructing an overall thematic statement for a 
text, the intervention class as a whole benefited from use 
of the affective evaluation heuristic.  

 From pre- to poststudy, the intervention students 
showed a shift from local, concrete summaries to more 
global, abstract thematic statements. For example, at 
pretest, an intervention student wrote, “I think the 
meaning of this poem is that they remembered certain 
places, enjoyable places. They want to revisit those 
places.” At posttest, the student wrote, “Sharing good 

 TABLE 3 
   Frequency, Percentages, and Types of Responses to 
the Poem “I Ask My Mother to Sing” by Li- Young Lee a  
by Condition and Time 

 Responses 

 Intervention group 
( n  =   19) 

 Comparison group 
( n  =   18) 

 Prestudy  Poststudy  Prestudy  Poststudy 

 Literal  8 (42%)  1 (5%)  6 (33%)  8 (44%) 

 Interpretive  11 (58%)  18 (95%)  12 (67%)  10 (56%) 

 Total  19  19  18  18 

  Note.      The table includes the number of literal and interpretive thematic 
statements written in response to the poem at pre- and poststudy. 
     a  Lee, L.-Y. ( 1986 ). I ask my mother to sing. In  Rose  (p. 50). Rochester, 
NY: BOA Editions.   
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memories is beneficial to your children. This helps 
them have a better understanding of who you are.” 

 It is worth noting two other trends that emerged in 
the students’ thematic statements. First, when compari-
son and intervention students constructed global re-
sponses at pretest, they tended to formulate statements 
that took the form of inspirational clichés or adages that 
could be applied to many literary texts, regardless of 
content. For example, one intervention student whose 
prestudy thematic statement was coded as interpretive 
wrote, “This [poem] confused me but I think they are 
trying to say that…life goes on.” Although this thematic 
statement can find support in the poem “I Ask My 
Mother to Sing,” it does not necessarily indicate under-
standing of the poem ’ s particular themes. However, at 
posttest, the same student, along with several other in-
tervention students, moved from a generic thematic 
statement to a more nuanced interpretation. For exam-
ple, the same student wrote, “This text celebrates those 
who never give up regardless of what they ’ ve been 
through. It celebrates those who are united and act like 
a family, who let no one break them apart.” This the-
matic statement is universal while being more attuned 
to the specific themes of this poem.  

  Small-Group Think- Aloud Responses 
  Think- Aloud Thematic Statements 
 Additionally, two subgroups of five students were se-
lected in the intervention and comparison classrooms 
to participate in semistructured think- aloud interviews 
in response to the excerpt from  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma . 
Each student made one oral thematic statement at 
prestudy and one at poststudy, for a total of 20 oral the-
matic responses. In this case, almost all intervention 
and comparison students constructed abstract, univer-
sal thematic responses at prestudy. As was true in the 
written responses, the prestudy thematic statements in 
both groups could be characterized as inspirational cli-
chés or moral lessons that could arguably be supported 
by at least some important features of the text but some-
times did not account for contradicting events in or 
resolutions of the text. For example, one student articu-
lated that a theme in  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma  was that “your 
love for your family will never die.” Such an interpreta-
tion takes into account a depiction of potential close-
ness between the family at the beginning of the piece 
but not of the distance and coldness portrayed at the 
conclusion. Other prestudy thematic statements were 
simply very vague and, therefore, vaguely applicable to 
 Prisoner ’ s Dilemma , such as a student ’ s statement that 
“the story shows learning about life.” 

 At poststudy, the comparative students’ thematic 
statements remained at the general level, with one ex-
ception. In the intervention group, four out of the five 

intervention students’ thematic statements could be 
characterized as having shifted away from the applica-
tion of clichés or rousing moral lessons and toward in-
terpretations that accounted for more of the connotations 
and abstract associations made with specific features of 
the text. For example, at prestudy, one intervention stu-
dent offered this theme for  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma : “You 
have all the time in the universe, but don ’ t waste it…if 
you want to say something now, say it.” At poststudy, the 
student formulated a more specific interpretation of a 
possible worldview of the text: “This text creates a mood 
of loneliness and rejection based on [the idea] that we 
are alone out here ‘on a sliver of rock’ in the ‘black vac-
uum.’” Although it is difficult to draw more general con-
clusions from this small sample, it is worth further study 
to determine whether affective evaluation might sup-
port the construction of richer thematic inferences.  

  Think- Aloud Responses 
to Individual Propositions 
 The bulk of the data in this study comes from the 333 
online think-aloud responses of the selected students 
from each condition. In the intervention group, there 
were a total of 73 responses at prestudy (mean [ M ] = 
14.60, standard deviation [ SD ] = 7.50, range = 9–27) and 
111 responses at poststudy ( M  =   22.02,  SD  = 8.40, range 
= 14–35); in the comparison group, there were 75 re-
sponses at prestudy ( M  =   15.00,  SD  = 7.58, range = 6–27) 
and 74  responses at poststudy ( M   =    14.80,  SD   = 7.66, 
range = 7–27). The results of analysis of this data show 
that at prestudy, the groups were similar both in terms of 
number of responses and proportions of interpretive 
 responses. Specifically, before the intervention, 21% of 
all responses in the intervention group and 24% in the 
comparison group were coded as interpretive. The rest 
of the responses were coded as follows: In the interven-
tion group, 64% of the responses were coded as literal 
and 15% as “other”; and in the comparison group, 61% 
were literal responses, and 15% were “other.” 

 At poststudy, however, the intervention group made 
significant gains both in the number of overall re-
sponses and the proportion of interpretive responses. 
Specifically, 80% of all responses in the intervention 
group were interpretive. In the comparison group, 46% 
were interpretive. Interestingly, the comparison group 
showed a decrease in “other” responses at poststudy 
(5%), whereas the intervention group did not (3%). 

 Mean scores were calculated based on the propor-
tions of interpretive, literal, and “other” responses for 
the intervention and comparison groups (see Table  4 ). 

   Interpretive Responses 
 The proportions of interpretive think- aloud responses of 
the small group of students were submitted to ANCOVA, 
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with the proportions of interpretive responses at prestudy 
as the covariate. After controlling for prestudy perfor-
mance, the analysis revealed a significant main effect of 
condition,  F (1, 9) = 10.54,  p  =   .014, η partial  

2  = 0.60, indicat-
ing large effects. Specifically, 66% of the between- subject 
variance is accounted for by condition. As shown in 
Table  4 , there were higher proportions of interpretive re-
sponses in the intervention group than in the compari-
son group. Follow- up paired sample  t - tests, which 
examined each group ’ s interpretive gains across time-
points, showed that the comparison group ’ s gain in inter-
pretive responses from pre- to poststudy was not 
significant ( t [4] = 1.08,  p  =    .343), whereas the interven-
tion group gain was significant ( t [4] = 11.36,  p   <    .001). 
These results indicate that the heuristic supported inter-
vention students in the move from literal to figurative 
sense making  during  reading as well as in the thematic 
statements made  after  reading.  

  “Other” Responses 
 The results of ANCOVA for “other” responses showed 
that after controlling for prestudy performance, no ef-
fects were found for condition: F(1, 9) = 0.06,  p  =    .808, 
η partial  

2  = 0.01. Paired sample  t - tests measuring changes 
in the proportion of each student ’ s “other” responses 
showed a significant decrease for the comparison group 
( t [4] = 3.36,  p  = .028) but not for the intervention group 
( t [4] = 10.91,  p  =   .129). See Table  4  for means and stan-
dard deviations. Because the numbers of “other” re-
sponses in each group are so small, it is difficult to 
pinpoint a relationship between affective evaluation and 
changes in “other” comments. As conjecture, it is possi-
ble that reading through an affect- based lens at post-
study led the intervention students to focus on different 
details, which led to new questions or comments.  

  Student- by- Student Responses 
 To know if only one or two intervention students were 
responsible for the group gains, the data were also ex-
amined on a student- by- student basis (see Figure   1 ). 
Further, students were identified by standardized test 

score (either “below standards” or “meets standards”). 
This identification provided information about whether 
mismatch between standardized test scores in the 
groups was responsible for the differences in levels of 
interpretive response. 

  The prestudy proportions of interpretive responses 
were comparable across the comparison and interven-
tion groups, both for the “below standards” students 
( t [3] = 0.14,  p  =   .907) and for the “meets standards” stu-
dents ( t [3] = 0.61,  p  =    .585), suggesting that students in 
each group were comparable in interpretive skills at 
prestudy. Interestingly, there was also no significant dif-
ference in the “below standards” and “meets standards” 
responses  within  the comparison group ( t [3] = 1.02, 
 p  =   .418) or the intervention group ( t [3] = 0.20,  p  =   .870). 

 In terms of poststudy interpretive responses, the 
five intervention students made comparable gains 
 regardless of their standardized test scores. In the 
 comparison group, the two “meets standards” students 
made gains in interpretive response, whereas the “be-
low standards” students did not. Again, it is difficult to 
make any inferences given the small sample size, but it 
is worth noting the distinction in performance between 
the “meets standards” and “below standards” groups. 
To the extent that standardized tests are reflections of 
reading skills, the differences suggest (a) that more 
competent readers are more likely to show growth re-
gardless of teaching method and (b) that readers who 
struggle the most may benefit the most from lessons in 
which everyday interpretive processes are made visible.  

  Frequency of Responses 
 Although the study focuses on increases in interpretive re-
sponses, the changes in the number of total responses were 
calculated as well. Each intervention student made more 
total responses at posttest than at pretest, with a Wilcoxon 
signed- rank test showing the change to be significant 
( z   =    .04). In the comparison group, the number of re-
sponses increased for one “below standards” student, de-
creased for another, and remained stable for the remaining 
three, including the two “meets standards” students. 

 TABLE 4 
   Interpretive and Literal Responses: Means and Standard Deviations for Proportions 

 Responses 

 Intervention group ( n  = 5)  Comparison group ( n  = 5) 

 Prestudy  Poststudy 

 Hedge ’ s  G  

 Prestudy  Poststudy 

 Hedge ’ s  G    M  ( SD )   M  ( SD )   M  ( SD )   M  ( SD ) 

 Interpretive  .25 (.19)  .83 (.16)  2.98  .26 (.18)  .38 (.30)  0.44 

 Literal  .60 (.17)  .13 (.14)  2.73  .60 (.15)  .59 (.29)  0.04 

 “Other”  .15 (.10)  .05 (.03)  1.22  .14 (.11)  .04 (.06)  1.02 

  Note.      Means and standard deviations are presented for the proportions of responses out of total responses.  G  values between 0.2 and 0.5 constitute a 
small effect, between 0.5 and 0.8 a medium effect, and 0.8 or greater a large effect. Some totals exceed 1 because of rounding.   
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 Overall, the pattern of results suggests that the af-
fective evaluation strategy was successful in helping 
students in the intervention group construct interpre-
tive responses to  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma  regardless of their 
performance on a standardized reading test.  

  Interviewer Prompts 
 Ratios of general prompts (e.g., “What are you think-
ing?”) to student responses were calculated to identify 
any correlations. In addition, interpretive prompts—
those that included explicit encouragement to use strate-
gies for interpretation—were compared with the number 
of interpretive responses in each group (see Table   5 ). 
This analysis was done in part to determine whether the 
interviewer, who knew the condition of each student 
during the think- aloud protocols, had unwittingly made 
more interpretive prompts to the intervention group.  
  GENERAL PROMPTS.   At prestudy, the interviewer gave 
general prompts to the comparison group more often 
than to the intervention group; however, the groups had 
similar numbers of total responses. At poststudy, the in-
terviewer prompted the comparison group at a slightly 
higher rate than the intervention group, but that higher 

rate did not correlate to a higher number of responses 
from the comparison group.  
  INTERPRETIVE PROMPTS.   Similarly, the comparison 
group received a higher rate of interpretive prompts 
than did the intervention group in both pre- and post-
study think- aloud protocols. However, the intervention 
group showed a similar number of interpretive prompts 
at pretest and a much higher proportion of interpre-
tive responses at posttest. Both of these results indicate 
that interviewer prompting was not a factor in the gains 
made by the intervention group.      

  Discussion 
 The results of this study indicate that affective evalua-
tion was a useful interpretive strategy for these novice 
readers of literature. Novice readers in this study made 
gains in constructing abstract connotations in relation 
to specific, concrete details while reading, as well as in 
overall thematic inferences after reading. It is worth ex-
ploring why the heuristic may have worked and how it 
can be further explored. 

  FIGURE 1  
             Proportions of Interpretive Responses at   Pre- and Poststudy  

 Note . Each student is identified by standardized reading score.

 TABLE 5 
   Ratio of Prompts to Responses in Think- Aloud Interviews for the Intervention and Comparison Groups 

 Item 

 Intervention group ( n  =   5)  Comparison group ( n  =   5) 

 Prestudy  Poststudy  Prestudy  Poststudy 

 Ratio of general prompts to total responses  1:8  1:5  1:5  1:4 

 Ratio of interpretive prompts to interpretive responses  1:8  1:7  1:5  1:4 

  Note .       This table shows the number of prompts across pre- and poststudy for the comparison and intervention groups, and the ratio (rounded to the 
nearest whole number) of prompts to student responses across time and group.   
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 Research indicates that unless prompted otherwise, 
readers tend to build representations of texts by strate-
gically drawing from easily available associations 
(McKoon & Ratcliff,  1992 ; Paivio,  1990 ; Schwanenflugel, 
Akin, & Luh,  1992 ). For novice readers, those associa-
tions are more likely to relate to surface features of the 
text, and further, the associations may not be useful in 
building coherent models (Rapp, van den Broek, 
McMaster, Kendeou, & Espin,  2007 ). 

 That research is supported by the prestudy think- 
aloud protocols of the intervention students. For exam-
ple, one intervention student read a line from  Prisoner ’ s 
Dilemma  in which the father tries to teach his children 
about space by pointing a “cheap flashlight” at the sky. 
The flashlight ’ s beam only goes “a few feet before it is 
swallowed up in the general black” (Powers,  1996 , p. 13). 
In response to the line, the student seemed to focus on 
the word  cheap , saying, “Oh, that ’ s like the Dollar Store 
or whatnot.” Here, the link between “cheap flashlight” 
and “Dollar Store” is reasonable but does not necessar-
ily add to an interpretive model of the text. 

 After the intervention, in his poststudy reading pro-
tocols, the student again responded to this line, this time 
using affective evaluation. The heuristic may have con-
strained his response so that he found associations such 
as “Dollar Store” less salient. At poststudy, the student 
said, “It [the image] is negative. The flashlight isn ’ t mak-
ing an impact. It seems to be like a guide because [the 
family] thought it can reach all the way to the stars, but 
it ’ s really not all that powerful.” In cognitive terms, it 
may be that a different set of semantic nodes was acti-
vated when this image was encoded through an affective 
lens (Collins & Loftus,  1975 ; Collins & Quillian,  1969 ). 
Using affective evaluation, easily available associations 
like “Dollar Store” may not have created a good fit be-
tween the word  flashlight  and the student ’ s evaluation of 
the line as negative (Kintsch,  1998 ). Affective evaluation 
may have helped this novice reader move to a level of 
abstraction to articulate the connection between the 
concrete image and the reader ’ s ascription of valence. 

 It is also possible that the process of affective evalu-
ation supported the development of literary schemata 
or control structures (Kintsch,  1980 ,  1998 ) for the inter-
vention students. As one student noted in her prestudy 
think- aloud, “I never know what I ’ m supposed to be 
paying attention to.” A flexible heuristic such as affec-
tive evaluation may have acted as a guide or constraint 
for intervention students’ readings, which in turn led 
them to respond to textual propositions more frequently 
and with interpretive purpose.  

  Limitations and Future Work 
 The primary limitation of this study is the messiness of 
its real- world context. Differences in participants and 

texts may have acted as confounds in this study. For ex-
ample, differences in students’ background knowledge 
or orientations toward literature undoubtedly affected 
their responses. One comparison student revealed in 
casual conversation that he read Shakespeare ’ s sonnets 
“for fun” and that he took pleasure in looking for 
“deeper meanings” in those poems. It seems likely that 
this student brought a set of interpretive skills to the ta-
ble that other students did not. In fact, of all the inter-
vention and comparison students, this student made 
the highest percentage of interpretive responses at 
 pretest. This example points to the socially situated na-
ture of students’ experiences and school performance, 
both generally speaking and in this study. At the same 
time, it bears repeating that everyday experience with 
interpretation did not lead to high interpretive scores 
for either group before the study began, suggesting that 
even if students had strong interpretive skills, they 
did not recruit them for classroom reading. This result 
can be seen as another argument for the importance of 
making everyday interpretive practices visible to 
students. 

 In a field in which personal interactions and local 
environment influence student motivation and perfor-
mance (Klem & Connell,  2004 ; Patrick, Hisley, & 
Kempler,  2000 ; Skinner & Belmont,  1993 ), inevitable 
differences in the teachers’ relationships with the stu-
dents may also have influenced the results of this study. 
It is also worth noting that a meta- analysis of quasi- 
experimental interventions like this one shows that 
when intervention and comparison curricula are 
taught by different teachers, the results for the inter-
vention group are higher on average than if both cur-
ricula are taught by the same teacher (Swanson & 
Hoskyn,  1998 ). However, the teachers were similar in 
many important ways, including level of education and 
experience and epistemological commitments. In addi-
tion, it remains common practice to design studies 
with separate intervention and comparison teachers 
and classrooms (Bortolussi & Dixon,  1996 ; Morrow, 
 1992 ; Peskin & Wells- Jopling,  2012 ). This practice sug-
gests that this aspect of the design did not undermine 
the results. 

 Finally, although the major texts used in both 
classes were widely anthologized and similar in reading 
levels, suggesting similarities in accessibility, richness 
of literary language, and general capacity for interpreta-
tion, the texts themselves were different. They explored 
different themes and employed different styles. Those 
differences may have influenced the activation of stu-
dents’ interpretive resources or students’ levels of 
interest. 

 Next steps in this work should address some of these 
limitations, particularly the potential confounds of differ-
ent teachers and texts. The next iteration of this study 
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could recruit a teacher who teaches more than one section 
of the same course (e.g., four sections of senior English) 
and uses the same texts for each section. The teacher 
could then implement the intervention in half of the 
 sections (see Smith,  1989 ). Although it may be difficult or 
inconvenient for a teacher to compartmentalize his or her 
teaching in this fashion, this is probably the cleanest 
 design for this type of study. An alternative iteration 
 involves asking intervention and comparison teachers to 
use all or many of the same texts (see Janssen, Braaksma, 
& Rijlaarsdam,  2005 ) in their instructional units. This de-
sign would require additional planning and coordination 
between individual teachers, which might make for an 
additional set of interesting comparisons. 

 Another step in this work is the further exploration 
of the process by which students moved from identify-
ing valence- laden details, to connecting salient details, 
to constructing full- fledged thematic statements. Such 
a study must begin to explore the constellation of class-
room practices that support students in interpreting 
texts, as well as an exploration of the many ways teach-
ers make such practices visible to students. Hopefully, 
such research will help teachers and students under-
stand and access the richness of  literary reading and 
interpretation.  

  NOTES 
  The research reported here was supported by the Institute of 
Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, through Grant 
R305F100007 to the University of Illinois at Chicago (Goldman, 
2009). The opinions expressed are those of the author and do not 
represent views of the institute or the U.S. Department of Education.  
   1       For the purposes of this study, literary texts are defined as those 

that are created intentionally by an author and that offer some 
 potential for duplicity of code or displacement of meaning (Scholes, 
 1977 ). Literary texts here include songs, poems, short stories, 
 novels, speeches, and advertisements.  

   2       The standardized reading test was part of the ACT, a nationally 
accepted college entrance exam.  

   3       In order to use the Flesch–Kincaid readability test accurately, the 
poems were restructured as prose, so important qualities and 
 complexities of the poems were lost. To compare the short stories 
read  in the intervention class and the novella read in the com-
parison class, representative excerpts were submitted to the Flesch–
Kincaid test.  

   4       The same statistical tests were performed on the original, untrans-
formed data, and the results were unchanged.   
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      APPENDIX    A  

 Modified Novel Excerpt Used in the Think- Aloud 
Interpretive Task 
   The source for the excerpt used in this study is an 
International Baccalaureate exam, which in turn was ex-
cerpted from the novel  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma  (Powers,  1996 ). 
The text shown here represents a shortened version of the 
excerpt, with a few difficult words replaced for ease of 
reading. Modifications are in brackets. The version pre-
sented to students did not include the brackets, informa-
tion about the length of the original text, or the credit line. 

   Somewhere, my father is teaching us the names of the con-
stellations. We lie in the cold, out in the dark backyard, on 
our backs against the hard November ground. We children 
distribute ourselves over his enormous body like so many 
spare handkerchiefs. He does not feel our weight. My father 
points a [cheap flashlight] at the holes in the enclosing black 
shell. We lie on the frozen earth while all in front of us 
spreads the illustrated textbook of winter sky. The six- volt 
beam creates the one weak warm spot in the entire world. 

 My father is doing what he does best, doing the only thing 
he knew how to do in this life. He is quizzing us, plaguing his 
kids with questions. Where is the belt of Orion [in the con-
stellations]? What is the English for Ursa Major? […] How 
big is a magnitude? He talks to us only in riddles. […] 

 He points his way with the flashlight, although the beam 
travels only a few feet before it is swallowed up in the general 
black. Still, my father waves the pointer around the sky map 
as if the light goes all the way out to the stars themselves. 
“There,” he says to us, to himself, to the empty night. “Up 
 there .” We have to follow him, find the picture by telepathy. 
We are all already expert at second- guessing. […] We lie all 
together for once, learning to see [the constellations] Taurus 
and Leo as if our survival depends on it. […] 

 “Here; [that] dim line [up there]. Imagine a serpent, a 
dragon: can you all see [it]?” My older sister says she can, but 
the rest of us suspect she is lying. I can see the Dipper, the 
big one, the obvious one. 

 And I think I can make out the Milky Way. The rest is a 
blur, a rich, confusing picture book of too many possibili-
ties. But even if we can ’ t see the [clusters of stars], all of us, 
even my little brother, can hear in my father ’ s quizzes the 
main reason for his taking us out under the winter lights: “If 
[there is] one thing the universe excels at, it ’ s empty space.” 
We are out here alone, on a sliver of rock under the black 
vacuum, with nothing but his riddles for our thin atmo-
sphere. He seems to tell us that the more we know, the less 
we can be hurt. But he leaves the all- important corollary, the 
how- to- get- there, up to us, the students, as an exercise. […] 

 We have a few questions of our own to ask him in return 
[before he flicks off the beam]. What are we running from? 
How do we get back? Why are you leaving us? What hap-
pens to students who fail? […] But I have already learned, by 
example, to keep the real questions for later. I hold [them] 
until [it ’ s] too late. 

 I feel cold, colder than the night ’ s temperature, a cold 
that carries easily across the following years. Only the sight 
of my mother in the close glow of kitchen window, the 
imagined smell of cocoa, blankets, and hot lemon dish soap, 
keeps me from going stiff and giving in. I pull closer to my 
father, but something is wrong. He has thought himself into 
another place. He has already left us. He is no longer warm.   

 (Adapted from  Prisoner ’ s Dilemma  (pp. 13–14), by R. 
Powers,  1996 , New York, NY: HarperCollins. Copyright 
1988 by Richard Powers. Adapted with permission.)   

      APPENDIX    B  

 Description of the Intervention and Comparison 
Instructional Units 

   Intervention Group 

  Days 1–3 
  Making Affective Evaluation Visible 
 At the beginning of the unit, the intervention teacher 
introduced the affective evaluation heuristic with the 
concept of connotations. She presented students with a 
list of approximate synonyms for the word  house , such 
as  domicile ,  shack ,  crib , and  cottage , and asked 

students where they would prefer to live. Students 
identified and explained their preferred terms by ar-
ticulating associations with those terms. Students had 
negative reactions to  shack  and  domicile  but positive 
reactions to  crib  and  cottage . For example, one student 
preferred the word  cottage  because it sounded more 
“pure and innocent.” The teacher then defined what 
the students had done as “constructing connotations” 
of language. She pointed out to them that even though 
all the words they looked at were synonyms for  house , 
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students knew that each word had different connota-
tions and could have different effects on an audience. 
Next, the teacher pointed out that part of what stu-
dents were doing when they created connotations was 
making an evaluation of the valence, or positive/nega-
tive effects, of the words. She explained that individu-
als often make a very quick evaluation of the positive 
or negative impact of a thing first and then figure out 
why they made such an evaluation. She explained that 
such a process was a great way to examine the effects 
of language in all sorts of texts. 

 This exercise was repeated in small groups with 
synonyms for  woman , such as  lady  and  chick , along 
with other terms that the students called out. Students 
first evaluated the positive or negative valence of each 
word and then explained their evaluations, generally 
using abstract terms. Comparisons of synonyms for 
 woman  led to a discussion about the way concrete 
words embodied abstract concepts and, therefore, had 
powerful effects. The teacher then reintroduced the 
idea of connotation and wrote down the three steps of 
the affective evaluation on the blackboard: 

    1 .   Identify language that you feel has strong 
valence. 

  2 .   Evaluate valence (positive, negative, or both). 
  3 .   Explain or justify your evaluations.    

  Practicing Affective Evaluation 
on Short Texts 
 Then, the students engaged in exercises in which they 
practiced affective evaluation of other popular texts, such 
as the comparative effects of the stage name Marilyn 
Monroe and Monroe ’ s given name, Norma Jeane 
Mortenson. They examined the tones created by differ-
ent word choice in newspaper headlines (e.g., “Police 
Officer Controls Riot” vs. “Cop Suppresses Gathering”) 
and articulated the connotations that they felt were cre-
ated by specific words and the headline as a whole. Next, 
they did similar work with advertisements, making text- 
based evaluations of mood and tone and explaining those 
evaluations through abstractions. The teacher led several 
class discussions in which she reminded students that the 
process they were using was one they used in their every-
day lives; now they were carrying that practice into 
school, taking it apart, and trying it on other kinds of 
texts.   

  Days 4 and 5: Exploring 
Gender and Coming- of- Age 
 As discussed earlier, the intervention teacher also designed 
the unit to support students’ exploration of the topic of 

gender and coming- of- age. She did this by introducing 
and asking students to define coming- of- age and compare 
the experience for young women and young men. 

 Students then practiced the affective evaluation 
heuristic with a series of literary texts that could be 
characterized as exploring both gender and coming- of- 
age. The teacher began with simpler, more familiar 
texts, such as a version of Cinderella. The teacher asked 
students to practice the first step of the heuristic by 
identifying details in the text that seemed particularly 
affect- laden. For example, after reading the line “It was 
afternoon. Cinderella was left at home, weeping by the 
ashes,” students identified text that they felt was espe-
cially valence- laden. In this case, students felt that the 
second sentence (“Cinderella was left at home…”) was 
more affect- laden than the first, and that it was nega-
tive in tone. Within that second sentence, students 
pointed to the words “left,” “weeping,” and “ashes” as 
being especially salient to their negative evaluations. 
Then, the students justified their evaluations, agreeing 
that in context, those words created a sense of aban-
donment and hopelessness. In this way, students moved 
beyond tracking the action of the story to identifying 
details that were salient to interpretation and con-
structing abstract connotations. Students repeated this 
process with every phrase or detail that they felt was 
valence- laden. 

 After finishing the story, the students practiced af-
fective evaluation on the cumulative effects of this ver-
sion of Cinderella. Most judged the story to have 
positive effects, explaining their evaluations with sim-
ple thematic inferences, such as “Hope will win out in 
the end,” and “Love conquers all.” Notably, a few stu-
dents judged the overall effect to be negative, justifying 
their evaluation by saying that in Cinderella, “the only 
way a woman succeeds is through a man.” 
 As the students formulated interpretations, the teacher 
provided them with sentence stems designed to support 
the use of affective evaluation. For instance, one stem 
read, “This text  condemns  a world in which…,” and an-
other read, “This text  celebrates  a world in which….” 
Students then wrote a one- paragraph argument about 
the effects of Cinderella.  

  Day 6: Continued Practice 
With the Heuristic 
 The students continued their practice of affective evalu-
ation with an excerpt from Richard Wright ’ s novel  Black 
Boy . This text also addressed issues of coming- of- age. 
First, students made arguments about whether the nar-
rator had in fact come of age, and then returned to the 
text to use affective evaluation to construct connotation 
and thematic inferences of details and overall effects.  
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  Days 7–11: Comparing Texts 
and Writing Arguments 
 Students compared two popular love songs, “I Will Follow 
Him” and “I ’ ll Follow You Into the Dark” that addressed 
the same theme, devoted love, but used different styles to 
do so. Students practiced affective evaluation with both 
texts. Students then used the school’s common argument 
template to make claims about which kind of love was 
more mature. They incorporated some of their interpreta-
tions of the effects of language into those arguments.  

  Days 12–18: Continued 
Practice With the Heuristic 
 Students read more contemporary short stories from 
Sandra Cisneros ’ s  The House on Mango Street  and Junot 
Díaz ’ s  Drown . In a teacher- led discussion, students prac-
ticed the affective evaluation on a vignette from Cisneros ’ s 
novel. They then worked as a whole class to identify and 
construct connections between connotations that they 
felt were created by the text. Students used the sentence 
stems to develop thematic statements based on connec-
tions between abstractions. Students then read a story 
from Díaz ’ s collection; about 25% was read in class, and 
the rest was read for homework. To account for students 
who had not read for homework, the teacher asked class 
members to review important sections. Next, students 
worked in small groups to use affective evaluation with 
one motif from the text. Finally, students used the school 
argument template to make an argument about the effect 
of that motif on the themes of the story as a whole. 

 The intervention teacher had also planned to work 
with several poems but ran out of time.  

  Comparison Group 
 As described earlier, the comparison teacher also com-
bined teaching of literary interpretation with explora-
tion of a topic (in her case, love and gender). Her 
students also used the schoolwide argument template to 
support claims about their literary interpretations. 

  Days 1–3: Debating the Power 
of Literature and Language 
 The comparison group teacher began her unit on literary 
interpretation with a class discussion on the power of lan-
guage. To do this, she designed an exercise in which the 
class debated the role of literature in everyday life. 
Specifically, the class debated the extent to which literary 
texts could change the way people felt or behaved and 
whether certain texts, such as some contemporary pop 
songs, were too provocative for young readers. Students 
then read the lyrics to “Baby,” a Justin Bieber pop song, 
focusing on the effects of particular language choices in 

the song. Students were asked to point to particular de-
tails in the song that they felt were especially provocative 
or innocent and explain why.  

  Days 4 and 5: Argument 
About the Effects of Language 
 Students used the school argument template to make 
claims about how the song by Justin Bieber or a song of 
students’ own choosing used language to provoke or in 
other ways affect their audience.  

  Days 6–10: Exploring 
Love and Gender 
 Like the intervention teacher, the comparison teacher in-
troduced and asked students to define  romantic love  and 
then asked them to debate whether the definition was the 
same for women and men. Then, as was done in the inter-
vention group, the students read two poems that addressed 
the same themes, love and lust, but with very different 
styles: “The Shirt” by Jane Kenyon and Robert Herrick ’ s 
“Delight in Disorder.” The teacher asked the students to 
compare how each poem presented ideas about love and 
lust and determine which was a “better” representation. 
The teacher additionally asked students to identify as 
many literary devices as they could in each text. Students 
worked in small groups to identify literary devices such as 
metaphors, symbols, allusions, and alliteration. 

 Students then performed readings of the poems. 
During these exercises, the teacher defined, pointed 
out, or asked students to point out literary devices, par-
ticularly imagery and symbols. She led several class dis-
cussions about the meaning of the symbols in relation 
to the themes of the poems. 

 Additionally, the teacher presented an explicit heu-
ristic for literary interpretation: looking for patterns of 
imagery in poetry. She modeled a search for patterns 
with the first stanza of Langston Hughes ’ s “Harlem 
Sweeties.” She identified patterns of imagery of fruit 
and color. She then explained that to her, the imagery of 
fruit helped suggest lusciousness and sexuality and that 
the colors, mostly reds and purples, might represent 
passion. The teacher encouraged the students to look 
for other kinds of patterns in “Harlem Sweeties” and 
consider what they might represent. 

 The teacher did not connect this practice to any ev-
eryday experiences that students might have involving 
finding patterns in texts or real- world events. She did 
not model the kind of thinking that students might en-
gage in to construct abstract, symbolic meanings from 
concrete imagery. 

 Finally, students used the school argument template 
to support their claims about which poem best repre-
sented love and lust.  
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  Days 11–18: Reading and 
Interpreting a Novel 
 After studying and writing about poems, students began 
their reading of  Like Water for Chocolate , a short novel 
by Laura Esquivel. Students were assigned to read about 
40% of the novella in class and about 60% for  home-
work. To account for students who did not  read for 
homework, the teacher reviewed or had other students 
review the action and symbols of each night ’ s reading. 
During in- class reading, the teacher often stopped stu-
dents to ask or write down what kinds of images stood 
out for them. However, she did not frame this activity as 
a way to read literary texts or as something the students 
should do on their own. The teacher also continued to 
point out and ask students to identify literary devices 

used in the text. In at least one other lesson during the 
unit, the teacher  encouraged students to look for pat-
terns in the text. As a group, students tracked the motif 
of fire and heat in  Like Water for Chocolate . The teacher 
encouraged the students to make associations with the 
images, but the   how  of making associations was not 
made explicit, and the emphasis on this or other strate-
gies was not consistent. 
 During discussions, students sometimes voiced their 
feelings about characters and events in the fiction they 
read, and discussed and wrote personal responses to the 
texts. Along with other questions and prompts, the 
teacher asked students to attend to the mood and tone 
of the text. However, the affective evaluation heuristic 
was not used during instruction, nor were affect- based 
strategies for interpretation made explicit.        


